
COMP 181Models of Languages and ComputationFall 2005Final ExamTuesday, Deember 13, 2005Closed Book - Closed NotesThis exam has �ve pages.Don't forget to write your name or ID and pledge on the exam sheet.1. (Eah part is worth 2 points) Fill in the blanks with one of the following:a) �niteb) regular but not �nite) deterministi ontext free but not regulard) ontext free but not deterministi ontext freee) reursive (that is, deidable) but not ontext freef) reursively enumerable (that is, partially deidable) but not reursiveg) not reursively enumerableAlso reall that if i is an integer, then i an be interpreted as a binary number,that is, as a bit string, and this bit string an be read as a harater stringin ASCII or some other system, and then if this harater string desribes aTuring mahine, then Ti is the Turing mahine desribed by this haraterstring, else Ti is some �xed Turing mahine. The point is that Ti is someTuring mahine that an be omputed from i, and every Turing mahine anbe represented as Ti for some i.1.1) The language f0n0md1n : m;n � 0g is1.2) The language fx 2 f0; 1g� : x does not ontain the substring 101010g is1.3) The language fx 2 f0; 1g� : x has odd lengthg is1.4) The language fw 2 fa; b; ; dg� : w has the same number of a's, b's, 's,and d'sg is1.5) The language f(i; j) : Turing mahine Ti halts on input jg is1.6) The language f(i; j) : Turing mahine Ti does not halt on input jg is1.7) The language f1m1n : m � ng is1



1.8) The language f10; 11; 00; 01; 100; 101g is1.9) The language fx 2 f0; 1g� : x ontains unequal numbers of ones and zeroesgis2. (Eah part is worth 2 points) Fill in the blanks with one of the following:a) �niteb) regular but not neessarily �nite) deterministi ontext free but not neessarily regulard) ontext free but not neessarily deterministi ontext freee) reursive (that is, deidable) but not neessarily ontext freef) reursively enumerable (that is, partially deidable) but not neessarilyreursiveg) not reursively enumerable2.1) If L is L�1 where L1 is ontext-free then L is2.2) If L is the intersetion of two regular languages then L is2.3) If there is a Turing mahine T with two halting states y and n and forstrings (words) in L, T halts in state y and for strings (words) not in L, Thalts in state n then L is2.4) If there is a Turing mahine T whih halts for strings in L and does nothalt for strings not in L then L is2.5) If L is a language represented by a regular expression then L is2.6) If L$ is the language aepted by a deterministi push-down automatonthen L is2.7) If L is the language aepted by a deterministi �nite automaton thenL is2.8) If L is the language generated by a ontext-free grammar then L is2.9) If L is the union of two ontext-free languages then L is2.10) If L is the language aepted by an arbitrary push-down automatonthen L is3. (4 points) True or false:a) Nondeterministi Turing mahines an deide some languages that deter-ministi Turing mahines annot deide.2



b) General Turing mahines an deide some languages that Turing mahinesthat never move to the left annot deide.) If � is a redution from L1 to L2 then � is a omputable (reursive) fun-tion.d) If language L1 is undeidable and there is a redution from language L2to L1 then L2 is undeidable.4. (4 points) For eah of the following problems, answer the two questions:Is the problem deidable (reursive)? Is the problem partially deidable(reursively enumerable)? Thus there are two answers to give for eah part:a) Given a Turing mahine T and a string w, to determine whether T willhalt when started on the input w.b) To determine whether Bush will win the presidential eletion next year.) Given a push-down automaton and an input string, to determine whetherthe automaton will aept the string.d) Given a Turing mahine T , to determine whether T will halt when startedon a blank tape.5. (4 points) Suppose L is a language and the relation �L has n equivalenelasses. Let M be a �nite automaton. True or false:a) L is a regular language.b) If L(M) = L and M is deterministi then M has at least n states.) If L(M) = L and M is nondeterministi then M has at least nd) L is a ontext-free language.states.6. (10 points) Consider the language L = fw 2 fa; b; g� : w has the samenumber of a's, b's, and 'sg. This language ontains the words ab; aabb; abababet etera. Consider the following theorem and proof:Theorem: L is not ontext free.Proof: We show that in the ontext free language game, B (you) an always3



win. Suppose A (the opponent) piks the integer n and B piks the word(ab)n (that is, ab or abab or ababab ... where ab is repeated n times)that has length larger than n. Then A piks u, v, x, y, and z where v and yare not both e and uvxyz = (ab)n and B piks i = 2. The word uv2xy2z isnot in L beause the numbers of a's, b's and 's are not the same. ThereforeB always wins, and L is not ontext free.(a) Is the theorem orret? Justify your answer.
(b) Is the proof orret? Justify your answer.
7. (8 points) What does the deterministi Turing mahineM = (K;�; Æ; s;H)do, where K = fs; t; hg, � inludes fa; b;tg and possibly other symbols,H = fhg, and Æ inludes the following rules, along with possibly other rules:Æ(s;t) = (s;!)Æ(s; a) = (s;!)Æ(s; b) = (t;!)Æ(t;t) = (t;!)Æ(t; a) = (h;t)Æ(t; b) = (t;!)Here t represents a blank. State in words what happens when M isstarted with the read write head sanning a blank and a string in the setfa; bg� to the right of the sanned blank, followed by in�nitely many blankson the tape. What willM write on the tape? Under what onditions willMhalt?
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8. (10 points) Consider the ontext-free grammar (fS;A; a; bg; fa; bg; R; S)where the rules R are as follows: S ! aS ! Aa S ! BaA! b B ! bA! Ab B ! BbIs this grammar ambiguous? Justify your answer.
9. (12 points) Let L be fi : Ti does not halt on input ig where Ti is as de�nedin question 1. Show that there is no Turing mahine T suh that T halts oninput i if i is in L, and T does not halt on input i otherwise. (Hint: Sine Tis a Turing mahine, T is Tj for some integer j.)
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